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THE SCIENCE BEHIND SHAKE ONE™

Morning nutrition is typically atrocious. For those who even eat breakfast, a bagel and a coffee, or worse, 

a morning pastry is what they can get their hands on fast. Most others simply skip breakfast because 

they have no time, or they believe it’s a great way to lose weight. Some others can’t start the day without 

a bowl of cereal. The common denominator to all of these options is that none of them are particularly 

healthy. The lack of adequate morning nutrition for many leaves the morning, the window for the greatest 

opportunity for improvement. Shake One™ is an all-in-one, one-stop solution to get everything you need 

in the morning to build muscle, jumpstart your fat metabolism, and get you going with the energy you 

need to start the day on your right foot. Shake One™ is your first meal of the day. It replaces your breakfast. 

It replaces your morning coffee. It even replaces your escalating concern about burning fat. No need to 

worry if you’re eating too many calories and diminishing your fat loss progress, or skipping breakfast 

altogether, slowing your metabolism and still diminishing your fat loss progress. Shake One™ is a low-

calorie, high protein, high fiber, fat burning, muscle building, energy stimulating, great-tasting, super 

formula that you simply shouldn’t start any morning without.

Shake One™ is formulated with four critical components to your morning routine that you should never 

start any morning without!

All-Natural Morning Stimulant Blend

You know you want coffee anyway to start your day, and there is nothing wrong with that. The caffeine 

that exists in your morning coffee has a plethora of cognitive, physical and fat-burning benefits. The only 

downsides are that it can be time-consuming to prepare or expensive to purchase daily. It will stain your 

teeth if consumed black, or will contain extra unhealthy fats and sugars otherwise. Shake One™ is the 

perfect solution for your caffeine fix as it contains 4 sources of highly purified, naturally-occurring caffeine 

and other stimulants. The fat burning side of it is just a bonus feature for Shake One™. Caffeine is probably 

the most well-known stimulant of the central nervous system as it has acetylcholinesterase properties 

that helps improve neurotransmission and thereby assisting with physical coordination. It also is a mild 

cognitive enhancer, improving concentration and mood through enhanced dopamine signaling, but it’s 

most notable property, once in the brain, is to antagonize adenosine receptors, which prevents the onset 

of drowsiness and promotes alertness. While in the body it produces increased wakefulness, improved 

thought-processing, increased focus and better general body coordination. Caffeine has additional 

roles on the autonomic nervous system as ingestion increases epinephrine and norepinephrine levels. 

This provides a thermogenic effect of its own. It is effective at enhancing fat burning by increasing fat 

metabolism.
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There are four distinct ingredients to the “All-Natural Morning Stimulant Blend”.

1. Coffea Robusta Bean Extract

Also known as robusta coffee, this coffee bean has its origins in central and western Africa. It has double 

the amount of caffeine and more antioxidants than the typical arabica coffee. This particular bean extract 

has been purified to the point where it yields 97% of pure caffeine.

2. PUR CAF®

Another highly potent source of caffeine, this time from an organic green coffee bean (Coffea canephora), 

PUR CAF® is a patented coffee ingredient that naturally yields a 95% purity of caffeine.

3. Guarana Seed Extract

Guarana is another all-natural highly potent source of caffeine coming from the species Paullinia cupana. 

More than just caffeine however, guarana contains catechins, tannins, and procyanidins, each with their 

own distinct cognitive and health benefits.

4. Theobroma Cacao

The fourth and final ingredient in the stimulant blend is a seed extract from cocoa beans. This extract 

is 20% theobromine, a compound very similar to caffeine but without some of caffeine’s side effects. 

Additionally, Theobroma cacao contains other constituents including, flavanols and nootropics. The 

flavanols in cocoa beans are linked to better blood flow and increased oxygenation in the brain. This 

effect is thought to have a protective role during aging. Theobroma cacao is also known to contain the 

nootropic phenylethylamine, which functions as a neuromodulator in the central nervous system. With 

its effects on dopamine and acetylcholine release, it also has a euphoriant property that assists with 

improving the motivation to get things done.

Collectively, these four naturally sourced stimulating ingredients provides an extra boost of energy to 

start the day, along with mental, cognitive and physical enhancements. However, that is just the first 

phase of Shake One™. Nobody should have to make the choice between a morning shot of caffeine or a 

morning protein shake. Shake One™ makes sure you can do them both at the same time.

Muscle Growth Should Start First Thing in the Morning

The morning is notoriously the time where most people fail to consume protein. The science is very clear 
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that muscle grows in small intervals after each meal. Therefore, when you’re not eating, muscle is not 

growing. Most people consume a very hearty protein heavy dinner, a moderate dose over lunch, and 

pitiful amounts during breakfast (Figure 1). Since muscle does not grow when you’re fasting, skipping 

protein for breakfast is simply extending already the longest period of time when your muscles are not 

growing.

Skipping protein for breakfast is a double-edged sword. Not only are you missing an opportunity to grow 

muscle, if you do not break your fast with a dose of protein to jumpstart your muscle protein synthesis, 

then you are just losing muscle until you do. Not everybody has the time to whip up 5 eggs each morning 

to maximally stimulate muscle growth, but that’s what it would take. 30 grams of protein is all you need at 

any given time to maximally stimulate protein synthesis. Taking 30 grams in the morning when you first 

wake up is the best time to maximize a full day of muscle growth. Thus, if you are not getting 30 grams of 

protein in the morning already, then this will be the greatest improvement you can make to your overall 

progress. If you train hard, and eat protein-rich meals at various other times during the day, then most 

additional interventions will only add modest improvements to your goals. Eating protein in the morning, 

adds a completely new dimension to muscle growth that your body may not have seen yet.

Breakfast
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Figure 1. Optimal protein consumption to maximally stimulate protein synthesis on average is between 25-30 grams per meal. 
Breakfast typically falls far below this level and thus is the best opportunity to maximize the muscle growth potential.
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Whey Protein Isolate (30 g)

Shake One™ spares no expense. Only the highest- grade and type of protein made its way into this formula. 

Being very low in milk fat or sugars, this extremely highly pure protein also has the highest anabolic 

potential. This level of high-quality protein ensures the fastest digestion, absorption and delivery into 

the muscle to achieve a rapid and robust increase in muscle protein synthesis to kick-off the muscle 

building for the rest of the day.

This perfect dose of protein serves two purposes: provides the optimal stimulus for muscle growth while 

also not providing any extra unnecessary calories. The next phase of Shake One™ is focused on providing 

the best nutrition for fat loss.

Rob Riches 
Blue Star Nutraceuticals® Athlete
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Solving the Conundrum of Fat Loss

There are unlimited types of fat loss strategies, many of which can be quite successful. Breakfast time is 

a highly debated concept on how to best lose weight. However, what is not commonly understood is that 

nearly all fat-loss strategies do so at the expense of muscle mass. It is very uncommon for any fat loss 

diet to focus on preserving muscle mass. For many overweight individuals, this is not of grave concern, 

but if you are somebody who has worked hard for the muscle you have and don’t want to sacrifice it in 

order to achieve some fat loss, then most of those diets are not for you. The ketogenic diet can be very 

effective at weight loss, but the low protein aspect of that diet, will sacrifice your hard-earned muscle. 

Various types of fasting can be another great strategy to restrict calories, but also not an optimal method 

to preserve muscle. The simple solution is to reduce overall calories but keep protein levels high. Protein 

synthesis is an energy demanding process and so metabolic rates can be kept higher. However, this can 

be challenging on its own because it can be quite appetite stimulating. Therefore, in keeping with the 

interest of reducing fats and carbohydrates at a minimum, there are still some added benefits with the 

type of fats and carbohydrates consumed. Both of which were formulated into Shake One™ specifically 

to aid with fat loss.

MCT Powder

Medium chain triglycerides are a particular type of fat source that releases medium chain fatty acids 

instead of long chain fatty acids. The length of the fatty acid chain actually determines a lot about how it 

gets handled in the body. While long chain fatty acids are predominantly stored as bodyfat, short chain 

fatty acids are typically used for energy much quicker. Long chain fatty acids are heavily processed by 

the body. They are digested by pancreatic lipase and emulsified by bile. They are then absorbed into 

the intestinal cells, packaged into chylomicrons and excreted into the lymphatic system. In contrast, 

medium chain fatty acids do not require enzymatic breakdown or emulsification because they passively 

diffuse through the intestinal cells and into the portal circulation directly. Consequently, medium chain 

fatty acids are absorbed much faster and act quite distinctly from long chain fatty. Once in the body, they  

are typically burned as energy or converted to ketones with very little actually being synthesized  

into body fat.

Activating fat metabolism pathways in the morning is believed to facilitate fat metabolism for the 

remainder of the day. Any left-over medium chain fatty acids that were not burned right away, are 

converted to ketones which will be used for energy later that day keeping your fat metabolism revved up. 

Moreover, the consumption of MCT in humans has been shown to enhance the oxidation of long-chain 

fatty acids in addition to medium chain fatty acids. Simply put, not only does your body tend to burn the 

MCTs that you consumed, but you will also tend to burn more pre-existing body fat in the process. MCTs 

do more than just assist with fat metabolism. Several acute feeding studies in healthy men and women 
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have reported that consuming MCTs alongside a standardized test meal significantly reduced energy 

intake at following meals. Thus MCTs can be used to jump start your fat oxidation pathways while at the 

same time manage your appetite for the remainder of the day.

Fiber

Unless you are exercising that morning, there is not a high demand for simple carbohydrates to start the 

day. For this reason, most of the carbohydrates found in Shake One™ comes from fiber as both oat bran 

and inulin. Fiber is a type of carbohydrate that can assist with caloric restriction and fat loss as it can be 

deducted from your total calorie count. More than just simply reducing net calories, fiber can be used 

for reducing cholesterol and triglycerides and assisting with fat loss. Inulin is a specific type of fiber that 

is not digested or absorbed in the stomach. Inulin goes to the bowels where a special type of bacteria, 

that are associated with improving bowel function and general health, are able to use it to grow. Inulin 

has been shown to decrease the body’s ability to make certain kinds of fats. Research shows that taking 

inulin seems to lower TG on average by 7.5% and decreases body weight in those who are overweight. 

Inulin has been noted to increase mineral absorption in the colon due to increasing pH in the colon. Other 

benefits include normalizing plasma glucose, and improving insulin sensitivity. Nearly everybody can 

benefit from added fiber in the diet, and the morning is a great place to start.

Rob Riches 
Blue Star Nutraceuticals® Athlete
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With boosting energy, growing muscle and burning fat are already accounted for, the formulation of 

Shake One™ does not stop there. Shake One™ is finished off with one more ingredient to cap-off your 

overall general health.

Taking Control of Circadian Rhythms

First thing in the morning our ancestors would always get a healthy dose of vitamin D from the sunrise. 

Humans today spend more time indoors than at any point in history. Consequently, over 1 billion people 

are vitamin D deficient globally. Many of those who are not deficient, still do not have an optimal level 

of vitamin D either. Due to the many health benefits of vitamin D, supplementation can have a great 

impact on a variety of health systems. Supplemental vitamin D is associated with a wide range of benefits 

including increase cognition, immune health, bone health and well-being.

With vitamin D inversely related to melatonin, it has a significant effect on your circadian rhythms. 

Something the majority of people could improve in their lives. Because of this inverse relationship with 

melatonin, vitamin D should not be taken at night. The best time to give yourself a burst of vitamin D 

is first thing in the morning like our ancestors did. Supplementing with vitamin D in the morning will 

help regulate your circadian rhythms and in fact help with your sleep quality at night. It may be hard 

to believe that a morning supplement may be the key to better sleep quality, but several studies have 

shown a correlation between vitamin D morning supplementation and increased REM sleep, deep sleep 

and total hours of sleep at night. With the plethora of health benefits of a good night’s sleep, vitamin D is 

imperative for morning nutrition.

More than just regulating your sleep, vitamin D is correlated with cognition and inversely with 

depression. From a muscle standpoint, evidence suggests that vitamin D may improve muscle recovery 

after a workout as suboptimal levels are associated with decreased power output and impaired recovery. 

Suboptimal levels of vitamin D is very common. One study found that up to 64% of elite NFL players are 

vitamin D deficient. That same study found a correlation between NFL players getting injured and them 

having low vitamin D levels. This may also be related to the inverse relationship with vitamin D levels and 

risk of bone fracture. Finally, vitamin D is also associated with testosterone levels in men as noted with 

seasonal fluctuations in testosterone levels, with peak values between March and August.

YOU SHOULD KN OW

The first few hours of the day are a critical but often neglected time for protein consumption. The science 

is very clear that muscle grows in small intervals after each meal. Therefore, when you’re not eating, 

muscle is not growing. That’s why we created Shake One™.
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Earthlight™

Fitting with the rest of the Shake One™ formulation. The vitamin D is naturally sourced from a patented 

process of exposing light to wholesome Portobello mushrooms to enhance the natural production of 

vitamin D. This patented process yields 40,000 IUs of vitamin D per gram and is bioequivalent to other 

sources of vitamin D. A single dose of Shake One™ starts your day off with 52% of your total daily value of 

vitamin D, an excellent high-potency source of vitamin D.

CONCLUSION

In the groggy state of only initially beginning to function, many people rely on routines to get through 

the morning and out the door. Planning, prepping and thinking about all of the vitamins and nutrients 

you need to consume is not the first thing on your mind. Shake One™ relieves you of all that guess work, 

reduces the burden of making a full breakfast and eliminates a trip to the coffee shop before you get 

to your destination. Fully equipped with everything your body and mind need to optimize performance, 

optimize health and optimize your physique, Shake One™ is the only full complement morning health 

supplement on the market. Feel comfort that only one scoop of Shake One™ will jumpstart your morning 

with adequate energy, mental clarity, muscle building, fat burning, and whole-body health maintenance 

all-in-one easy to drink delicious shake.

James Johnson 
Blue Star Nutraceuticals® Athlete

IFBB® Pro
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